
KEY FEATURES

• Access program data anytime, 
anywhere there’s an internet 
connection

• Worry-free software upgrades 
completely managed by 
Heartland 

• No servers to install or maintain

• State-of-the-art security features 
keep your program’s data safe

• Real-time data and 
communications

• Reduced maintenance and 
dependency on IT staff

• Quick & easy implementation

• Easily scalable to meet the needs 
of any size district
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Take your nutrition program
to the Cloud.

Have you ever uploaded a photo or  
streamed a movie online?  If so, then  
you’re already familiar with cloud computing. 
From the way we share information, store and 
secure data, and interact online, the Cloud  
is changing the way we work and live.

But did you know that cloud computing can help you lower IT 
costs, prevent data loss, and upgrade your school nutrition software 
automatically? Mosaic Cloud is Heartland’s fully-hosted school 
nutrition software system that allows you to access your program  
data anywhere there’s an internet connection. 

Say goodbye to managing your own servers, relying on IT for software 
updates, and making sure your data is properly backed up. With 
Mosaic Cloud, Heartland maintains all software and servers, performs 
automatic software updates, and protects your program data in our 
secure, state-of-the-art datacenter.
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Simple software upgrades
With Mosaic Cloud, all software updates 
are performed automatically – there is no 
need to involve your IT department.  Let 
Heartland manage your technology so you 
can focus on managing your program.

Protect your data
Your program data is crucial to your 
operation. With automatic backups and server 
redundancy, you can rest easy knowing all 
your Mosaic Cloud information stays safe no 
matter what happens to your computer.

Here’s what you need to get started with Mosaic Cloud:

Always stay connected 
Access Mosaic Cloud at any time,  
from most any internet-connected  
device. Whether at the office, on a site  
visit, or at home – wherever you go,  
your program data will follow.

Minimize upfront costs
Say goodbye to the expense of purchasing, 
maintaining, and powering server hardware. 
Mosaic cloud is fully-hosted by Heartland, 
meaning you only need to pay one annual 
subscription fee.

Internet Bandwidth – A single POS terminal uses approximately 50 Kbps of bandwidth 
during peak operations, or when processing one transaction every 3-4 seconds.

Serving line – Mosaic will need to be installed at the POS terminal, and each terminal 
also requires internet access. Terminals will need SQL Express to operate in offline mode.

Central Office – There is no software to install at the Central Office; only internet 
access is required.  

Vending (optional) – If you plan to implement vending, 1 vending software installation per 
cafeteria is required and may be installed on a manager workstation or on a POS terminal.
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